
David Brown

From: Susanna Groves <sulizan7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2015 8:39 PM
To: David Brown
Cc: Kevin Harding; Barbara Kreisman
Subject: IN FORMAL OBJECTION TO ALL PENDING TRANSFER APPLICATIONS FROM R MEDIA

TRUST TO R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Attachments: Background- Gonzalez family (Mar. 2015).pdf

Dear Mr. Brown,

In light of the fact that I am not familiar with what I am sure would be extensive legal nomenclature, I would
like to request, in this informal email objection, that the all pending transfer applications from R Media Trust to
R Communications Trust, (listed at the end of the following documentation) be placed on hold pending the
outcome of the ongoing investigation by the United States Department of Justice, San Antonio office, into the
Gonzalez family and their extensive involvement in U.S. Business Trusts which fund the acquisition,
purchase, and administration of a number of radio and television stations throughout south Texas.

For the record, since I am not an attorney, nor do I have one at my "disposal", I was unable to interpret the
myriad of instructions on the website at FCC.gov in order to file an Informal Objection using those forms, not
to mention any number of confusing steps, as well as the fact that the parties would have to be served, which
could literally prove a threat to my personal safety.

Indeed, it is the parties themselves that are hereby called into question.

Reasons to file Informal Objection(s) include:

• Lack of appropriate incorporation status. [Note: All entities involved in the proposed transfers are, by
definition Business Trusts, each of which is headed - singularly - by a Sole Proprietor: Roberto
Gonzalez, R Media Trust, and Robert L. Reed, R Communications Trust.
• A challenge to whether 75% of the board members actually live in the service area of the station. {To
my knowledge, none of the Business Trusts boards: both Roberto Gonzalez' R Media Trust and
Robert L. Reed's R Communications Trust are Limited Liability Corporations. Mr. Gonzalez [purportedly]
lives in Del Rio, and Mr. Reed lives in Scottsdale, Arizona - clearly out of ALL service area(s) for each
and every station.]
• A challenge stating that the "parties to the application" are not really the people in control of the
organization. [Note; Please see references throughout regarding the ongoing investigation by DOJ attorney
Russell Leachman into the Gonzalez family, as well as the public information regarding the individual
parties to date who have been either implicated, arrested and/or awaiting trail, (i.e., Rolando Gonzalez,
Raul Gonzalez Trevino (whose mansions in San Antonio have been seized by the federal government),
and/or convicted, (i.e., Raul Gonzalez Fernandez).]

I would like the FCC to take note of the following public information included in the documentation which
follows:

• In 2012 R Communications, under the name MB Revolution mc, owned radio stations in Ulvalde and
Eagle Pass



• This company, (a business trust LLC) operated with two licensee names, MBM Radio Eagle Pass and
MBM Radio Ulvalde
• At the same time, the "umbrella" business trust, R Media Trust LLC owns 27 radio stations and 1
Television Station (KMBH-TV, Harlingen)

Also in support of this Informal Objection, I include public information/documentation from local media
sources, both in the United States and Mexico. [Note: The articles from the Mexican media have been translated
into English utilizing "Google Translate".]

Furthermore, according to the Assistant General Counsel for the Texas Department of Banking, Mary Kelly
Pauwells,

"...a business trust is a form of business organization similar to a corporation. [The Texas Department of
Banking] does not charter or regulate business trusts as such."

Therefore, unless there is an investigation into a trust by an entity such as the Department of Justice, the funds
in any Limited Liability Corporation are allowed to derive - legally or illegally - from any source.

I look forward to the FCC's investigation into these matters.

Sincerely,

Sue Groves
Beyond ARTS magazine

From: David Brown <David. Brownfcc.gov>
To: "sulizan7@yahoo.com" <sulizan7@yahoo.com>
Cc: Kevin Harding <Kevin.Hardingfcc.gov>; Barbara Kreisman <Barbara.Kreismanfcc.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 23, 2015 9:20 AM
Subject: RE: The latest info on the media empire Gonzalez brothers, (R Communications/KMBH-TV)

Good Morning,

An application to transfer control of KMBH is currently pending. Under statute and Commission rules, you have 30 days
from the date the application was placed on public notice as accepted for filing to file a formal petition to deny. The
application was accepted for filing on February 10th, 2015. A copy of the application is downloadable from our Broadcast
Radio and Television Electronic Filing System (C.DBS). We request that petitions be filed electronically. Any pleading
opposing the application must be served on the Applicants or their representatives. If you need further assistance, do not
hesitate to contact me,

David J. Brown
Deputy Chief
Video Division
(202) 418-1645

From: Kevin Harding
Sent: Sunday, February 22, 2015 4:26 PM
To: David Brown
Cc: Barbara Kreisman
Subject: Fw: The latest info on the media empire Gonzalez brothers, (R Communications/KMBH-TV)



Sent from my BlackBeny 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.

From: Susanna Groves <sulizan7@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 21, 2015 3:19 PM
To: Kevin Harding
Reply To: Susanna Groves
Subject: The latest info on the media empire Gonzalez brothers, (R Communications/KMBH-TV)

Dear Mr. Harding,

Perhaps due to arrest of Rolando Gonzalez Trevino, his father, Roberto Casmiro Gonzalez Trevino, is in the
process of transferring multiple media entities of R Media Trust to R Communications Trust, which is based in
Scottsdale, Arizona.

The multimillion dollar home of Raul Gonzalez, (Roberto's brother) in San Antonio has already been seized by
the feds, and his Raul's son (Roberto's nephew). pled guilty recently in federal court to drug charges.

All these applications were filed Feb. 5, 2015, although my focus is KMBH-TV, the local PBS affiliate, the sale
of which was only finalized in Jan. 2015 to R Media Trust from RGV Educational Broadcasting (the Diocese
of Brownsville). (See attached press releases, dated Feb. 10, 2015, AFTER the transfer application was filed.)

Also, attached is a copy of Form 315. for the KMBH proposed transfer. Note: Contact Info for Robert Reed,
according to transfer application:

Also from application:



There still seem to be a lot of unanswered questions including:
- The radio station in Eagle Pass, mentioned below with Rolando as the "owner". is owned by Mbm arid LLC -
dba R Communications (who just purchased KMBH, the PBS affiliate in Harlingen). See attached list of
companies - LLCs - "headed by Roberto.];
- "In 2006, an unidentified co-conspirator ordered Coahuila government officials to pay 100 million pesos, or
more than $7 million, of state money to another unidentified co-conspirator, according to the indictnint,
Around the same time, the first co-conspirator told a government official that he wanted to buy rsiedia
outlets in Coahuila." [Note: Roberto Casmiro Gonzalez Trevino's media empire is BASED in Coab ulia.
Also, is it mere "coincidence" that there are two 'UNIDENTIFIED co-consipators'? Two BROTHERS,
perhaps?..];

"Gonzalez and his family own radio and television companies in Mexico, and the indictment allege s that he
discussed with the co-conspirators the sale of media properties for 25 million pesos, or about $1.8
million." [See attached info on R Communications.]

Finally, in 2007, Roberto and his brother Raul were also implicated in a cash smuggling scheme. (See attached
excerpts from the DEA Report which appeared on Scrib'd, Jan. 2014.)

Would you care to comment on any or all of this material BEFORE the transfer application is grariled?

Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Sue Groves,
Beyond ARTS magazine

Humberto Moreira Associate Arrested in Texas on money laundering charges

Posted: 09 Nov 2014 04:3 8 PM PSI

Chivis Martinez republished from San Antonio Express



Coahuila businessman charged in ongoing money laundering investigation

By Jason Buch and Guillermo Contreras
Rolando Gonzalez Treviflo was arrested Oct. 31, 2014, in Las Vegas by deferal agents, He is the brother os a
media mgnate from Coahuila and is facing charges in a wide-ranging probe into money allegedly stoelnm from
the state later laundered in San Antonio and South Texas.

Rolando Gonzalez Treviflo was arrested Oct. 31, 2014, in Las Vegas by deferal agents, He is the brother os a
media mgnate from Coahuila and is facing charges in a wide-ranging probe into money allegedly stoelnm from
the state later laundered in San Antonio and South Texas.

In meetings at the Club at Sonterra in Stone Oak and at the Coahuila governor's mansion in Saltillo, Mexico, in
2009, officials from the border state and a businessman with San Antonio ties discussed using stolen money to
buy media properties, according to a federal indictment unsealed Monday.

That spring, the conspirators paid nearly $2 million to Rolando Gonzalez Treviflo, a Mexican businessman who
owns several pieces of real estate in San Antonio and a TV station in Eagle Pass, the indictment says.

Federal agents in Las Vegas arrested Gonzalez as he stepped of a commercial flight with his family Friday
night. He's charged with conspiracy to commit wire fraud, conspiracy to transport stolen property and
conspiracy to launder money.
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Gonzalez faces up to 20 years in prison if convicted of the money laundering and wire fraud charges, which are
the most serious. Prosecutors are also asking for a $1.8 million judgment against him.

His lawyers said the charges were kept secret all weekend. Gonzalez denies doing anything wrong.

"He didn't do what he's accused of," said San Antonio attorney Brandon Hudson.

Gonzalez's arrest is the latest development in a sprawling investigation into allegations that money stolen from
the state of Coahuila was laundered in San Antonio and elsewhere in South Texas. A half-dozen people have
been charged in the case, and prosecutors have moved to seize tens of millions of dollars in bank accounts and
real estate.

In 2006, an unidentified co-conspirator ordered Coahuila government officials to pay 100 million pesos, or
more than $7 million, of state money to another unidentified co-conspirator, according to the indictment.
Around the same time, the first co-conspirator told a government official that he wanted to buy media outlets in
Coahuila.

The outlets aren't identified, but the indictment alleges that in February 2009, members of the conspiracy
traveled to San Antonio in a private plane to meet with Gonzalez at the golf club. Gonzalez and his family own
radio and television companies in Mexico, and the indictment alleges that he discussed with the co-conspirators
the sale of media properties for 25 million pesos, or about $1.8 million.

A month later, a Coahuila state official met with two of his employees at the governor's mansion in the capital
of Saltillo where another co-conspirator gave them bank account numbers for Gonzalez, the indictment alleges.
In April and May 2009, Gonzalez received a series of wire transfers from private companies in Mexico totaling
about $1.8 million, according to the indictment.

Court records don't explain which media companies were purchased or if the money that was allegedly stolen
from the state of Coahuila was wired to Gonzalez.

Gonzalez comes from a prominent family in Coahuila. A brother, Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez Treviflo, is a
media mogul who critics say supported former Gov. Humberto Moreira and his Institutional Revolutionary
Party.

Another brother, Raül Gonzalez Treviflo, was Moreira's spokesman in San Antonio. His son Raul Gonzalez
Fernandez pleaded guilty last month in federal court in San Antonio to a drug conspiracy charge.

The family has been caught up in a U.S. investigation into allegations that state officials and unscrupulous
businessmen laundered tens of millions of dollars in San Antonio.

During Moreira's term in office from 2005 to 2011, the state government racked up nearly $3 billion in debt.

Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez, Raül Gonzalez and Moreira haven't been charged with any crimes.

Two people have pleaded guilty in the investigation so far, including Coahuila's former treasurer, Hector Javier
Villarreal.



Villarreal (left)pleaded guilty in September to one count of money laundering conspiracy and one count of
internationally transporting of stolen money. He was accused in court documents of taking out loans on the
state's credit and handing out government contracts in exchange for bribes.

Villarreal agreed to turn over $6.5 million in bank accounts that he controlled

Charges are pending against Jorge Juan Tones Lopez, the former interim governor of Coahuila.

Rolando Gonzalez owns a television company in Mexico and in recent years has expanded his business into
Texas. A limited liability company he controls owns a TV station in Eagle Pass. Other companies he controls
own San Antonio properties including empty lots, a house on the far North Side and a small office building on
the Northwest Side.

He and other family members have purchased more than a dozen properties in San Antonio since 2007.
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4 1/2 years for son of Mexican media mogul
BY JASON BUCH, GUILLERMO CONTRERAS
FEBRUARY 5, 2015 : Updated: February 5, 2015 2:31pm

A judge sentenced Raul Gonzalez Fernandez, the son of a prominent Mexican media mogul
with business interests in San Antonio, to four 1/2 years in prison Thursday for his part in a
cocaine conspiracy.
Gonzalez pleaded guilty in October to conspiring to possess more than five kilograms of
cocaine in connection with a 2011 drug bust in the medical center. His attorney, Cynthia Orr,
said Gonzalez only introduced a local club promoter to a man he knew from his days in the
media business in Mexico. That man, who owned a house in San Antonio and was later killed
in the Mexican city of Torreon, was the drug supplier.
Gonzalez wasn't involved in the drug deal, Orr said. "He was charged with being sort of willfully
blind to what they were doing," she said.
Gonzalez, a U.S. citizen, was arrested in 2013 as federal prosecutors moved against a number
of Coahuila businessmen and politicians with ties to San Antonio. His father, Raul Gonzalez
Treviño, was the state's spokesman in San Antonio. He wouldn't comment after the hearing.



Background: Gonzalez family (Mar. 2015)
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An uncle, Roando Gonzaez Treviño, was arrested east year and
charged with conspiring to commit wire fraud and money
laundering and conspiring to to transport stolen money. He has
pleaded not guilty.

A judge also ordered the younger Raul Gonzalez to pay an $85,000 fine.

Humberto Moreira Associate Arrested in Texas on
money laundering charges
Posted: 09 Nov 2014 04:38 PM PST
Chivis Martinez republished from San Antonio Express

Coahuila businessman charged in ongoing money laundering investigation

By Jason Buch and Guillermo Contreras
Rolando Gonzalez Treviño was arrested Oct. 31, 2014, in Las Vegas by federal agents,
He is the brother of a media magnate from Coahulla and is facing charges in a wide-
ranging probe into money allegedly stolen from the state later laundered in San Antonio
and South Texas.



In meetings at the Club at Sonterra in Stone Oak and at the Coahuila governor's mansion in
Saltillo, Mexico, in 2009, officials from the border state and a businessman with San Antonio
ties discussed using stolen money to buy media properties, according to a federal indictment
unsealed Monday.

That spring, the conspirators paid nearly $2 million to Rolando Gonzalez Treviño, a Mexican
businessman who owns several pieces of real estate in San Antonio and a TV station in Eagle
Pass, the indictment says.
Federal agents in Las Vegas arrested Gonzalez as he stepped of a commercial flight with his
family Friday night. He's charged with conspiracy to commit wire fraud, conspiracy to transport
stolen property and conspiracy to launder money.
Gonzalez faces up to 20 years in prison if convicted of the money laundering and wire fraud
charges, which are the most serious. Prosecutors are also asking for a $1.8 million judgment
against him.

His lawyers said the charges were kept secret all weekend. Gonzalez denies doing anything
wrong.

"He didn't do what he's accused of," said San Antonio attorney Brandon Hudson.

Gonzalez's arrest is the latest development in a sprawling investigation into allegations that
money stolen from the state of Coahuila was laundered in San Antonio and elsewhere in South
Texas. A half-dozen people have been charged in the case, and prosecutors have moved to
seize tens of millions of dollars in bank accounts and real estate.
In 2006, an unidentified co-conspirator ordered Coahuila government officials to pay 100
million pesos, or more than $7 million, of state money to another unidentified co-conspirator,
according to the indictment. Around the same time, the first co-conspirator told a government
official that he wanted to buy media outlets in Coahuila.
The outlets aren't identified, but the indictment alleges that in February 2009, members of the
conspiracy traveled to San Antonio in a private plane to meet with Gonzalez at the golf club.
Gonzélez and his family own radio and television companies in Mexico, and the indictment
alleges that he discussed with the co-conspirators the sale of media properties for 25 million
pesos, or about $1.8 million.
A month later, a Coahuila state official met with two of his employees at the governor's
mansion in the capital of Saltillo where another co-conspirator gave them bank account
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numbers for Gonzalez, the indictment alleges. In April and May 2009, Gonzalez received a
series of wire transfers from private companies in Mexico totaling about $1.8 million, according
to the indictment.
Court records don't explain which media companies were purchased or if the money that was
allegedly stolen from the state of Coahuila was wired to Gonzalez.

Gonzalez comes from a prominent family in Coahuila. A brother, Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez
Treviño, is a media mogul who critics say supported former Gov. Humberto Moreira and his
Institutional Revolutionary Party.
Another brother, Raül Gonzalez Treviño, was Moreira's spokesman in San Antonio. His son
Raul Gonzalez Fernandez pleaded guilty last month in federal court in San Antonio to a drug
conspiracy charge.

The family has been caught up in a U.S. investigation into allegations that state officials and
unscrupulous businessmen laundered tens of millions of dollars in San Antonio.
During Moreira's term in office from 2005 to 2011, the state government racked up nearly $3
billion in debt.
Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez, Raül Gonzalez and Moreira haven't been charged with any crimes.
Two people have pleaded guilty in the investigation so far, including Coahuila's former
frici irr -I&-frr I/r /iIIrr,I

Villarreal (left)pleaded guilty in September to one count of money laundering conspiracy and
one count of internationally transporting of stolen money. He was accused in court documents
of taking out loans on the state's credit and handing out government contracts in exchange for
bribes.

Villarreal agreed to turn over $6.5 million in bank accounts that he controlled

Charges are pending against Jorge Juan Torres Lopez, the former interim governor of Coahuila.
Rolando Gonzalez owns a television company in Mexico and in recent years has expanded his
business into Texas. A limited liability company he controls owns a TV station in Eagle Pass.
Other companies he controls own San Antonio properties including empty lots, a house on the
far North Side and a small office building on the Northwest Side.

He and other family members have purchased more than a dozen properties in San Antonio
since 2007.
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Copy of R Communications Corporate
Presentation

by Ed Brown on 25 February 2014
Transcript of Copy of R Communications Corporate Presentation
Key Executives in R Communications
About Us
R Communications is one of the largest privately owned Hispanic-targeted radio groups in the U.S.
with 22 unique radio stations serving some of the fastest growing markets in the U.S. today.
R Communications was born out of 50+ years of accumulated wealth of knowledge and experience.
R Communications is strategically located in Texas, the 11th largest economy in the world. Texas is
responsible for half of all U.S. job growth since 2007, and it is poised to be the fastest growing U.S.
state in the next 5 years. (Sources: Texas Comptroller's Report, 2010 and U.S. Census 2012-2017)
R communications is at the forefront of this explosive growth, and our border markets are growing
2 to 3 times than the national average. We have a strong footprint in each of our markets with
strong brands, top talent, outstanding products, and the best managers in the industry.
Our Philosophy is to be proactive in helping our clients reach the marketplace and grow their
business with a variety of tools including traditional radio, streaming online radio, website content, video
presentations and social media campaigns.

MISSION STATEMENT
At R Communications Radio & Television, our commitment is to provide to our clients and listener audience,
high quality advanced solutions to allow success, exposure, entertainment and information.

In telecommunications there is a need to adapt, but R Communications performs extensive research to
understand the market and innovates to predict market trends and fluctuations.

We R leaders in our industry and we pride ourselves in our responsibility to our community, the
creativity that our marketing consultants offer, and the tong lasting relationships we establish with
our clients.

Roberto C. Gonzalez - President & Founder

Mr. Gonzalez comes from a family with a vast knowledge in the telecommunications
industry. His family is the founding family of the first cable system in Mexico and now, one
of the largest in the state. RCG Radio yTelevision is the leading cable, radio, and television
company in the state of Coahuila. Mr. Gonzalez served there many years as chief advisor
and Senior Executive Vice-President instilling inspired creative ideas that would keep the
company moving forward and keeping it on the forefront of the industry. By profession, Mr.
Roberto C. Gonzalez is a talented attorney but his heart his passion and dedication are in
the telecommunications industry.
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Key Executives in R Communications
Carlos Rodriguez - Chief Executive Officer
A highly respected industry leader, Mr. Rodriguez has extensive experience in all aspects of finance
and banking with certifications in Credit Risk Management, Credit Analysis, Stock Broker, CPA, and
education includes two Master's Degrees in Business Administration. Experience includes serving as
Vice President for Mercantile Bancshares, Vice President of BBVA Compass Bank, First VP of the
international Bank of Commerce,Vice Corporate Treasurer in Grupo IMSA, Senior Executive in
Corporate Banking in Banca Serfin. Mr. Rodriguez has experience in developing marketing Marketing
Studies, Strategic Planning, Profit and Loss Reports, National and international Banking, Mergers
and Acquisitions, and Statistical Analyses of Current and Emerging Markets. Experience in Media
Acquisitions, Start-ups, Risk Management, budgeting, Projections, and High Finance.

J avier Catderón - Executive Vice-President, Corporate Director
Mr. CalderOn's education includes a Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration with a
concentration in Finance and a Bachelor's Degree of Science in Communication Studies with a
concentration in Corporate Communication. Mr. Calderón has been working in Finance for 5 years
and in communications for 3. With his Texas Real Estate License he also serves as the companies
real estate advisor. He has been part of the R Communications team for 3 years now and has an
analytical approach to all issues concerning the company and aids in resolving communication
tines from our markets to corporate. After the day is done Mr. CalderOn's dedication to our company
persists making sure that if issues are present they get resolved quickly. In a telecommunications
environment issues and question arise 24/7 and Mr. CalderOn's efforts are efficient and effective.

Romeo Herrera - Executive Vice-President, RGV Market Manager
Mr. Herrera brings more than 30 years of radio management experience to the table. Prior to joininç
Border Media's Rio Grande market, Romeo was Operations Manager at Border Media in Austin, and
was Corporate Brand Manager of Regional Mexican and Spanish Oldies radio formats from 2006 to
2007. He began his career as Director of Programming and News at Clear Channel Communications
network in Mexico from 1979 to 2005, overseeing 130 radio stations of the company across the
country. He is responsible for the RGV Brands, On-Air Content, Talent Management, interfacing with
Promotions and Sales, and developing efficient logistics involved in the complex operations of the
stations.

Felix Al.manza - Executive Vice-President of Accounting and Administration

involved in broadcasting for 15 years, Mr. Almanza has worked for Spanish Broadcasting System,
Entravision, Clear Channel, BMP Radio and R Communications. Experience includes turning around
collections deficiencies with all companies for whom he has worked. Entravision A/R over 120 days
was at 30% which he brought down to less than 2%, Clear Channel A/R over 120 days was at 42%,
which he brought down to less than 1%, and BMP Radio was at 36% over 120 days, which he
brought down to less than 2%. He helped turn around the Clear Channel Radio San Antonio
Accounting and Traffic department from what some viewed as a 'Toxic" environment to one of the
most efficient and respected in the company. His experience includes hiring and training new
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Auditing department employees. Most recently, he was responsible for setting up Accounting/Traffic
Department procedures for R Communications.

Bob Proud - Executive Vice-President and Western Region Manager

Mr. Proud has recently joined R Communications and is well acquainted with many of the R
Communications stations, having previously spent over 8 years as Senior Vice President of
Operations for Border Media, which he helped grow from a start-up to over 30 million dollars in
gross revenue in its first two years.As a Certified Radio Sales Manager, Mr. Proud is equally
experienced in sales as well as the operational side of the business, both in Spanish and general
market radio. He has led stations and clusters to record revenue growth on multiple occasions as a
Market Manager and/or Sales Manager in Dallas, Houston, Denver and El Paso. His involvement in
Hispanic media dates back to the early 80's, and it has been his primary focus for the past 30 years.
His early career was as a Program Director and air personality at top-rated stations in Cleveland,
South Bend, Denver, and Ciudad Juarez, Mexico.

[Note: the Connection between R Communications and BMP Radio, Also known as Border Media
Partners is significant:

BMP Radio, also known as Border Media Partners, was a privately owned Hispanic focused radio
broadcasting company headquartered in Houston, Texas. On July 17, 2009, Radio-I nfo.com announced
that BMP would be seized by its banks after faiLing to make debt payments for two years. Ten days
later, it was confirmed that Goldman Sachs Group, Vestar Capital Partners, and D.8.Zwirn & Co.
seized the business and the assets are expected to be Liquidated. It was reported that President Jeff
Hinson is expected to step down by July 31. This occurred as expected, and station owner and
station broker Larry Patrick was named trustee and engaged to dispose of the stations and return
any monies to the lenders.
During the 2009 Texas Association of Broadcasters meeting in Austin, Texas it was reported that
the McAIlen and Laredo area stations would be assigned to a U.S. affiliate of the companies
that own the Mexican stations programmed by BMP. News further indicated that KWOW-Waco
had a signed letter of intent. KWOW has now been sold to the Bill McCutcheon interests.
In October 2013, the last of BMP, the cluster in San Antonio, was sold to Larry Wilson's L&L
Broadcasting for $31 M.

** Two weeks ago, an employee at an R Communications station in McAlten, KURV, showed me a
copy of his paycheck, issued by Border Media Partners (as the employer), NOT R Communications.]

Our Products
Del Rio, Texas
Del Rio, Texas
Our Products
Uva Ide, Texas
Our Products
Eagle Pass,Texas
Our Products
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Laredo, Texas
Our Products
Rio Grande Va Iley, Texas
Our Products
Rio Grande Va hey, Texas

Economy in RGV:
CNN recently named the Rio Grande Valley as one of the best places to launch a new business.
The economy in the Rio Grande Valley depends on agriculture and tourism. There are over 2,000
maquiladoras (Fabrication plants) directed by North American enterprises,Japanese Enterprises and
a few other foreign firms.
On the Mexican side, Reynosa has occupied the first three places on a national level for
employment generation and investment.
Reynosa is the 5th most important growth market in Mexico and the most important in the state of
Tama u Ii pas.

Why TV?
TV is the perfect compliment to our radio systems already in place and proven effective to our
clients and listener audience.
In the Rio Grande Valley R Communications is the top radio biller in the market.

Univision is the top biller in RGV for Television.
Televisa is run out of a station in Mexico with a coverage of 300 kilowatts.
MundoFox is currently running out of a station in Mexico with a coverage of 100 kilowatts.
In other words, the key players in the market are running from other cities.
This creates our greatest weakness, being the smallest local player in the market and our greatest
strength is being the smallest LOCAL player in the market
Our Newscast will be LOCAL
Our contacts are LOCAL
Our clients are LOCAL
Our Radio and TV efforts united will create a symbiotic environment which will benefit the growth
in market share and aid the market in growth itself from the creativity that our marketing
consultants and the relationships that we have established with the community.
Our proposed affiliation with MundoFox will prove a strong relationship and a much needed
change to the markets programming.
Coverage
KM B H - DT
(Digital)
Channel: 38

Article in "Laguna" dated 4/19/2014 http://transIate.google.com/translate?
hl=en&sl=es&u=http ://www.milenio.com/Iaguna/EU-decomisar-RauI-Gonzalez-
Trevino_O_1 71583171 .htmI&prev=/search%3Fq%3DRoberto%2BGonzaoz%2Bafld
%2BRaul%2BGonzalez%2BTrevino%26biw%3D 1 495%26bih%3D740

EU seeks to seize home of Raul Gonzalez Treviño
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The U.S. government seeks to seize in San Antonio, Texas three mansions of businessman
Raul Gonzalez Treviño, of which one of them was owned by Vicente Yáñez Chaires, partner of
former Gov. Humbero Moreira.

Gonzalez Treviño, who served as representative of the Government of Coahuila during the
presidency of Humberto Moreira, [now] fac[es]American justice action to seize their property,
after his son Raül Gonzalez Fernández was arrested on Monday, following an accusation
promoted in September for conspiracy to possess drugs with intent to distribute more than 5
kilograms of cocaine and marijuana.

According to a newspaper of the city of San Antonio Gonzalez Treviño, 42, is in custody waiting
to be put on trial and authorities are investigating whether three of its properties, the overall cost
is 2 million $ 200,000 and belong or belonged to his father or other relatives, were obtained with
illicit resources.

Raül Gonzalez Treviño is a known businessman who operated Torreón the Telecable in
Coahuila [and now] defunct La Laguna. In November 14, 2008, then-Governor Humberto
Moreira named Gonzalez Treviño PR representative of the State Government in San Antonio,
Texas, a position that is unknown when he left.

According to The Daily Texan, the assistant Attorney Russell Leachman, included [in the] claim
forfeiture of three properties, including a house is worth about a million dollars, located at 107
Mill Champions in San Antonio, Texas, which bought in June 2009 to Vicente Chaires, which in
turn acquired by Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez Treviño, owner of the television saltillense
RCG, who, in 2007, sold the property to the company Vicap Global Investments
LLC, owned by Chaires.

While [he] occupied the administrative direction of the Governor's Office, during the presidency
of Moreira, Chaires created the housing Vicap Global Investments, LLC in May 2007, as [owner
of] the home [at] 7272 Wurzbach Road in San Antonio, Texas. At the same address, the
company Saltex Investments, LLC, owned by Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez Treviño, was also
located.

Chaires was also owned enterprises Procon Marketing, LLC and Transnational Construction &
Real Estate Co., LLC.

http://www.espacio4.com/home/ver_articulo. php?id=3 19

Something rotten in Denmark (RCG)
30/10/2013
U.S. business and money made tracks under power

U.S. authorities [are] investigating officers and employees of former Gov. Humberto Moreira
and Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez family, as part of a network that would include real
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estate transactions, media and drugs.

The relationship between RCG and [the] political career of former Gov. Humberto Moreira
could be much narrower and darker than the Coahuila suspect, who ["]baptized]"] during the
past six years local TV station "Channel Moreira".

The investigations against former government officials and local business telecommunications,
which conduct U.S. justice, reveals new edges of reciprocal favoritism between Humberto
Moreira and [the] management company owned by Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez (RCG).

The relationship between officials of the previous administration and relatives and
associates of Gonzalez Trevino in the United States, could be part of a complex network in
which real estate, media and even drugs are combined. What looms for now is just the
tip of the iceberg.

The San Antonio Express revealed on October 11 that the U.S. government is seeking to seize
three luxury homes to the family of Raül Gonzalez Treviño, former representative of the state
government in that city, where the homes are located, and brother Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez.
One of [the homes], valued at a million dollars, belonged to the owner of the RCG television,
and his brother Raul Vicente Chaires, one of Humberto Moreira closest collaborators.

The research, led by assistant federal prosecutor Russell Leachman, follows the arrest
of RaUl Gonzalez Fernández, son of Raul and Roberto Casimiro's nephew, for possession
of more than five kilos of cocaine and marijuana with intent to distribute. Raul Jr., 42, is
in custody awaiting trial.

The three properties are, or have been owned by Gonzalez, Raül Gonzalez Treviño his
father, and other family or trust, the Raül Gonzalez Treviño Living Trust, according to the
newspaper.

The file is added to [be] open[ed] again this year to seize property millionaire and Hector
Javier Villarreal, former treasurer of Coahuila accounts, and Jorge Torres Lopez Moreira,
replacement as governor in 2011.

As in those cases, the state government washed its hands. Governor Ruben Moreira
said the former speaker of the state administration in Texas received no salary, but
was working in "goodwill", and that the state prosecutor would raise a record.

The case confirms the links between Vicente Chaires, [your] boss and Gonzalez. The
former became the overnight prosperous businessman. Prestanombres. In 2007, he
created the realtor Vicap Global Investments LLC, with offices in the same building as
Saltex Investments, LLC, owned by Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez. That same year, Saltex
(RCG) sold Vicap Global (Chaires) inquired into by the U.S. authorities property. In
2009, Chaires resold the residence to Raul Gonzalez.

Chaires also figured as the owner of the companies Procon Marketing, LLC, and
Transnational Construction & Real Estate Co., LLC., Located at the same address as the
company Roberto Casimiro.
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The relationship does not end there. In 2009, Chaires appears as a member of Super
Media Group Coahuila, SA de CV, which, in later years, acquired several ways [entities],
some of which were bought and sold to RCG.

Chaires was not the only official close to Humberto Moreira to become a
telecommunications entrepreneur. Last year, Super Coahuila Media Group sold the XESJ
broadcaster, Saltillo, to RCG, which appointed director Alejandro Garcia Undersecretary of
Directors [for] the past six years; Samuel Rodriguez, Humberto Moreira's political operator, also
became a media entrepreneur. He is a member of Radio Grupo La Grande.

Nor is it the first time that justice lays eyes on Gonzalez. Roberto Casimiro was
investigated by the Attorney General for his alleged links with drug trafficker Juan
Chapa Garza, who did business in Coahuila under the alias of Jose Luis Garcia Treviño.

Garza sold to RCG the Limelight lounge, which today lies in ruins. In 1994, the army stopped
the drug trafficker, who had escaped from a prison in San Antonio, Texas, before boarding in La
Paz, Baja California, a jet owned by Roberto Casimiro, which was seized and then recovered.

In November 14, 2008, [then] Governor Humberto Moreira appointed Raül Gonzalez
Treviño "Public Relations Representative of the State Government of Coahuila" in San
Antonio, Texas. His "achievements" as a partner of the government are unknown. it is also
unclear when he left office, or if they stopped his duties. Governor Ruben Moreira said Raul
Gonzalez worked "pro bono", [unpaid], but no further explanation or information was ever given
on the matter.

I have asked if the employment of Raül Gonzalez Treviño, who received no government
salary, was honorary. So [for] someone who was "honorary", representing a "state of
good will", when did he leave? "He has not received salary of this administration. It's not official,
he replied.

"What I have [of the case] I've seen it in the press, and I think, if anything, they would
have to reflect," he said. "From all this ha[s] been opened (minutes), as already [been] said,
The Attorney's view [was] to give it to the proper authorities."

In its editorial of October 16, the newspaper Vanguardia stated: [A]'fee' is not the same as
"honorary,"

According to the official version of the Government of Coahuila, "Suspicion falls on
today's 'businessman", RaüI Gonzalez Treviño, and his family's alleged links with illegal
business (...), which cannot be considered sufficient reason for such facts to shed some stain
on the state administration".

What is the reason? The employer, Gonzalez Treviño, although he was a 'representative'
of the Government of Coahuila in the neighboring state of Texas, performed such work
on an honorary basis, i.e., without asking a salary for the 'services' rendered to the
State. The explanation sounds logical at first glance, but the truth is that it does not withstand
the most basic analysis.

Why? Among other reasons, because the problem is not the ['fee-for-office'], but
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something much more important: in honor of who plays [a] representati[ve] of a
government.

In this sense, it is an act of ingenuity that a government 'hired' well-meaning [person]
without pay - as its representative to a foreign government - a person whose reputation
may be compromised to such a degree. Perhaps no one in the previous state
administration responsible for checking [into] the background and behavior of th[at] state
representation [which] was granted did not have a minimum set of requirements to be met,
for someone to access the status of 'ambassador' of Coahuila?

The truth is that the only ones who can boast achievements as "Ambassador Coahuila" in
Texas are [the] personal, family and friends [who] benefit; these "successes" [who] have been
stained by his son's arrest for drug possession. and attempts by the U.S. government incautarle
properties."

While Humberto Moreira leads a life of luxury in Spain, his closest collaborators and friends are
still in the eye of the hurricane. Days after the San Antonio Express News revealed that the U.S.
investigating former Acting Governor Jorge Torres Lopez [for] diversion of resources, the
newspaper uncovered the investigation against RaüI Gonzalez, whom Moreira appointed
representative of his government in the U.S.

U.S. federal authorities seek to secure three buildings [of] Gonzalez Treviño in that country,
which together are valued at $ 2.2 million. Among them, a mansion of a million dollars,
located at 107 Mill Champions in the Champions Ridge subdivision that Roberto Casimiro
Gonzalez (RCG) sold to his brother, Raul.

In 2007, the property was sold by the assistant, Raul Moreira Gonzalez, Vicente Chaires,
who that year had an "unexplained" increase in their wealth. In June 2009, Chaires resold
residence to Raul Gonzalez. The United States also seeks to seize a house for $650,000
located at 102 Stone Hill Drive, near the Club at Sonterra, and another residence worth
$550,000 in Bowood Court 5, gated Oakwell Farms.

The San Antonio Express reported that demand for forfeiture was ordered once RaUl Gonzalez
Fernández, son of Gonzalez Treviño, was arrested on a charge promoted since September for
conspiring to distribute more than five kilos of cocaine and marijuana.

Besides being [a] representative of the Mexican government and real estate developer in Texas,
Raül Gonzalez Treviño, [he] operated television station RGT.

In 2004, [Gonzalez Trevino] was involved in a conflict of interest between Megacable Cable
Group and Tele La Laguna, allies since 2001. RaUl Gonzalez Treviño, president of the board of
the company Cable Operator of the Shire (COCSA), sued for the crime of administration
Megacable Group fraudulently represented by Yamuni Enrique Robles, CEO.

With the support of the public prosecutor and the State Attorney's Office, headed by
Oscar Calderon, [who] ignored society and managed to obtain possession of the assets of
COCSA. "The only thing missing from RaUl Gonzalez was the use of white guards"
recalls Marco A. Mares in a note entitled "Chiquihuitazo cablero in Torreon", published
on the website of Radio Formula.
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Yamuni was said to [have] plundered. Gonzalez even credited his ownership, much less
provided evidence of the alleged mismanagement, so who accused him of theft and robbery?
Megacable won the case.

RCG's monopoly ended with the sale of cable television system to Televisa and the arrival of
more resources to Saltillo. However, money is not hidden. Free channel (7) and reactivated
broadcasters joined a network of pay TV. Last year he began construction of a swanky building
on the road to Monterrey.

Roberto Gonzalez's fortune began to raise suspicions since Chapa Garza drug trafficker
was captured by the PGR on a plane RCG in 1994 in La Paz, Baja California.
The acronym (RCG) of the television appears in countless criminal investigations.

• One of the latest lawsuits against Network was presented by Information and Entertainment,
then owned by Alejandro Gutierrez, for illegally occupying posts CFE [that] corresponded to the
applicant) for wiring installation.

• The partial information management gubernatorial elections of 2005, which won Humberto
Moreira, RCG earned a penalty in the Interior Ministry.

• One of its star entertainers, Marcos Martinez Soriano, was sued for moral damages by
former Gov. Rogelio Montemayor, who won the trial.

• RCG also appears in the embezzlement investigation that follows the former state
official Vicente Chaires Yanez, who, in November 2007, bought Roberto Casimiro
Gonzalez property in San Antonio. PRI spokesmen claim Chaires could not face this
acquisition debt, and the property [was] returned months later, according to the
newspaper El Norte.

• In 2009, Roberto Carlos Gonzalez Fernández, son of Robert Casimiro Gonzalez
Treviño, was arrested for allegedly stealing and selling a plane [from his] uncle Rolando
Gonzalez Treviño.

• That same year, Maria de las Mercedes Aguilera Roman, ex-wife of Roberto Casimiro,
accused her ex-husband in a public-letter [of stripping] it [RCG] of its assets, manipulating the
authorities, and cheating PGR, thus amassing a fortune, (in the "evil" view), and betraying the
trafficker Chapa Garza, among other allegations.

The most recent lawsuit Roberto Casimiro is with his brother Rolando, for an inheritance.

In 2009, at the height of the tenure of then-Governor Humberto Moreira, Vicente Chaires
became a media entrepreneur. That same year, Super Group shareholders in Coahuila media
was made. Data from the Federal Telecommunications Commission (Cofetel) show that over the
next two years, Super Media acquired the concessions XESJ-AM, broadcasting from Saltillo,
and XHRE-FM and XHSLFM of Piedras Negras. In addition, he joined the Good Ke station,
100.7 FM, Ciudad Acuña, which was purchased from Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez (RCG).

The consortium also was awarded Channel 22 TV, XHPNW of Piedras Negras, which
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would then be sold to RCG, owned by Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez. In 2012, he purchased the
RCG XESJ. Its director is another former government official, of Humberto Moreira: Alejandro
Garcia, Assistant Secretary of Finance in the previous administration. Chaires and Garcia are
not the only friends of "the Prof" [in that contorlan. [consortium].

In January this year, former leader of the PRI CDE, Samuel Rodriguez, another of Humberto
Moreira political operat[atives], launched a new radio project: La Grande Radiofónico Group.
The group made headlines on 30 April, when new of the disappearance of his manager and
driver, Gerardo Padilla Blanquet, was announced.

A week later, the investigation revealed that Padilla attended several banking institutions from
which he retired 1.3 million pesos in cash, so that the line of kidnapping was dropped.

http://www.zocalo.com. mx/seccion/opinion-articu lo/ricosinstantaneos-
1383987975

Zocalto Saltillo (dated) 9/11/13
Gerardo Hernández

'Rich instant'
Who said that Humberto Moreira had coahullenses as representative in San Antonio, Texas?
The "moralist", Raül Gonzalez Treviño, whose son awaits sentenc[ing] in the U.S.for drug
possession for purposes of distribution, according to authorities in that country. How much [has
it] cost the state [for] an ambassador [with] the background of TMN? That "fee" has not been
reassuring, as there are those who not only lend their services for free, but pay [to] [be] in the
government. In its new edition, "Area 4" addresses the issue.

Moral lessons. A safety net, prestanombres and influence peddling around the former governor
of Coahuila, Humberto Moreira, a public figure who, until recently, added [on] the [video] screen,
RCG: Raül Gonzalez Treviño.

The [video] segment, 'Reflections', [feature Raul's] brother, Roberto Casimiro Gonzalez, whose
acronym names the station, and can be seen locally through Youtube. Gonzalez Treviño's
philosophy [is expressed] in "capsules" [which include] concepts such as peace, wisdom, joy,
success and prosperity.

Exactly, [this] is the source of their 'prosperity' that the U.S. government investigates. In the
first action, looking incautarle luxury three residences in San Antonio, Texas, where he [Raul]
served as a representative of the government of Humberto Moreira.

His son, Raül Gonzalez Fernandez, was arrested for conspiring to distribute five kilos of cocaine
and marijuana in the United States. The San Antonio Express reported that Assistant U.S.
Attorney Russell Leachman considers houses "[which] are, or have been owned by Gonzalez,
RaUl Gonzalez Treviño his father, and other family or trust [as part of] the Raül Gonzalez
Treviño Living Trust.
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The value of homes is around $2.2 million. One of them, listed at [one] million dollars, belonged
to Vicente Chaires, closest to Humberto Moreira, who is under investigation as a partner [in]
embezzlement.

Watch and listen to Raül Gonzalez Treviño [who] talks about success and justice - which cause[]
laughter, especially when he mentions God, and quotes characters like Donaldo Colosio and
Gandhi, among others.

In one of his reflections of the 'Prosperity' series, Roberto mentions the 'instant rich' who
bec[o]me millionaires quickly and effortlessly, which, he says, "derives almost always '[from]
wells that can not be filled'. And, in the height of cynicism, criticism of ostentation [for those] who
buy cars and luxury residences.

"What is essential[ly] invisible to the eye", Gonzalez says, recalling the famous reflection of 'The
Little Prince', in the book [by] Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. In his case, which was "essentially
invisible to the eyes" of Coahuila and the Mexican justice system, but not [in] the view of the
United States.

The [Mexican] Government is concerned that [the] U.S. spy[s] on some of its figures. So [howl
serious are your sins?

Mexicans, however, [a]re outraged that American justice is to investigate the criminals who will
never be judged here. And when they are, they are acquitted, as Florence Cassez Raul Salinas
de Gortari and Rafael Caro Quintero, for whom the DEA
offers 5 million.

What a shame.

www.scribd.com/doc/202681131 /Reporte-D EA
U.S. Department of Justice
Drug Enforcement Administration
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
File No: M3-11-0041
G-DEP Identifier: YACiB
ByL Walter Linoski At Houston FDC
File Type: GARCIA-Zalvidea, Fernando et. al.
Date Prepared: 01-30-2012
Report Re: Cash Smuggling by Claudia ALANIS TREVINO [Note: Emphasis added]

Jan 28, 2014 - Fourth Paragraph, 3rd - Roberto C. GONAZALEZ to accept the
transfer ... by a party to celebrate Mr. Raul GONZALEZ Trevino, who is known
as
Exhibit N-3-W Title: Delivery of Goods and Settle Agreement dated May 28,
2007, Which Enrique A.G.Falcon, as power of attorney for CANDILEJAS
DeSaltillo Sa de CV and on the other, Roberto C. GONZALEZ, in concluding an
agreement to a free and clear title, through which the ownership of property that
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are described in the annex, as an integral part of this, by following declarations
(statements) and clauses...

Fourth Paragraph, 3rd - Roberto C. GONZALEZ to accept the transfer of the
domain and receive such goods.

Exhibit N-3X - Agreement or Contract to provide professional services, by a
party to celebrate Mr. Raul GONZALEZ Trevino, who is known as "The
Borrower", and on the other, the licenses J. Jesus Santos Gonzalez and Enrique
A. GUITERREZ Falcon, "The Professional or Lenders", subject to the same
under the following statements and clauses.

Home > Broadcast News Texas radio's MBM Revolution buys again

Texas radio's MBM Revolution buys
again
By RBR-TVBR on May, 9 2012 with Comments 0

image: http://rbr.com/wp-content/uploads/Sold3-225x1 80.jpg

Roberto Gonzalez's MBM Revolution didn't have any radio stations until it started
buying them up last summer - now it is amassing an impressive collection of stations
along the Rio Grande River, including six in McAllen-Brownsville with a little south-of-
the-border spice.
The stations are coming from the bankrupt Border Media stable, under the care and
feeding of W. Lawrence Patrick and the Border Media Business Trust.
The official licensee for the cluster will be MBM Texas Valley LLC. Joining Gonzalez on
the company's management roster is Carlos Rodriguez is on board as CEO.
The price is $2.5M cash, with a full 40%, or $1 M, going into escrow.
The stations included in the cluster are less than top-notch; only the AMs are able to
cover both of the cities listed in the market's name.
The stations include:
* KBUC-FM Raymondville TX, a Class 02 on 102.1 MHz with 18 kW @ 758'. It covers
turf to the north of the market, with a 60 dBu contour that fails to hit either city.
* KESO-FM South Padre Island TX, a Class C2 on 92.7 MHz with 38 kW @ 466'. It
services the Brownsville, or eastern, side of the market.
* KZSP-FM South Padre Island TX, a Class A on 95.3 MHz with 2.9 kW @ 420'. It
covers the area just east of Brownsville, not quite throwing its 60 dBu over the city.
* KJAV-FM Alamo TX, a Class A with 6 kW @ 324'. It covers the western McAlIen
portion of the market.
* KURV-AM Edinburg TX, a Class B on 710 kHz with I kW-D, 910 W-N, DA2. It just
blankets both cities, and is better at night.
* KVJY-AM Pharr TX, a Class B on 840 kHz with 5 kW-D, I kW-N, DA2. It has the better
daytime signal of the two, but fails to make it to Brownsville at night.
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In addition to the US stations, MBM will be picking up advertising agreements with a
quarter of stations across the border in Mexico, including XHAVO-FM, XHRR-FM,
XHCAO-FM and XEGA-AM.
RBR-TVBR observation: Let's take a look at what it cost to build this cluster: The deal
for the station that is now KBUC was struck 7/10/02 for $8M; the stations that are now
KESO-FM and KZSP-FM were part of a 5/6/04 deal valued at $6.6M; the station that is
now KJAV-FM was sold in September 2004 for $7M. The AMs were sold with other AMs,
so a direct comparison is not available, but a total of six AMs moved in two deals for a
total of $11.25M.
The total for the FMs alone is $21 .6M - that, compared to the $2.5M the cluster is
fetching today, is bleak enough to not even bother making it worse by estimating a
previous purchase price for the two AMs involved in the deal.

Filed Under Broadcast News Radio Deals

Read more at http://rbr.com/texas-radios-mbm-revolution-buys-again/
#yQQbcAoK3WDvteg5 .99

Home>> Radio Deals>> Five stations in two Texas towns sold

Five stations in two Texas towns sold
By RBR-TVBR on Jun, 292011

Roberto Gonzalez has assigned the right to buy a five-station starter radio group to,
well, himself- but the seller remains Rhattigan Broadcasting (Texas) LP. Gonzalez will
wind up with ownership of two stations in Uvalde and three in Eagle Pass.
Gonzalez was originally going to buy the stations under licensee name Regency
Entertainment and Promotions LLC. Instead, he will buy them under one corporate
name - MB Revolution LLC, and two licensee names - MBM Radio Eagle Pass and
MBM Radio Uvalde LLC.
Both towns are beyond the reach of Arbitron. Uvalde is west of San Antonio. MB will be
picking up KVOU AM-FM and KUVA-FM there. Eagle Pass is even further to the west
and is just across the Rio Grande from Mexico. The stations there are KEPS-AM and
KIN L-FM. MB noted that the two towns are 55 miles apart as the crow flies, and hence
constitute separate markets.
The price is $2.IM cash.
Here are the facilities for the Uvalde stations:
* KVOU-AM is a Class C on 1400 kHz with I kW-U, ND
* KVOU-FM is a Class C3 on 104.9 MHz with 25 kW @ 272'
* KUVA-FM isa Class Aon 102.3 MHz with 4kW @217'
And the Eagle Pass stations set up like this:
* KEPS-AM is a Class D on 1270 kHz with 890 W-D, 32 W-N, ND
* KINL-FM is a Class C3 on 92.7 MHz with 20 kW @ 184'

Filed Under Radio Deals
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Read more at http :Ilrbr. com/five-stations-in-two-texas-towns-sold/#aScvdS4Yjee I eFXg.

Broadcast Applications Report No: 28423

TX BTC-201 50205ADQ KLNT 42149 MBM RADIO LAREDO LLC Voluntary Transfer of
Control
E 1490 KHZ LAREDO, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTC-20150205ADX KURV 70463 MBM TEXAS VALLEY LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 710 KHZ EDIN BURG, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: RCOMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTC-20150205ADY KVJY 64629 MBM TEXAS VALLEY LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 840 KHZ PHARR, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTC-20150205AEA KEPS 18107 MBM RADIO EAGLE PASS LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 1270 KHZ EAGLE PASS, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: RCOMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
DIGITAL TV APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSFER OF CONTROL ACCEPTED FOR
FILING

TX BTCCDT-20150205ADN KMBH 56079 MBTV TEXAS VALLEY, LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E CHAN-38 HARLINGEN, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
FM BOOSTER APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSFER OF CONTROL ACCEPTED FOR
FILING

TX BTCFTB-20150205ADS KBDR-FM1 907 MBM RADIO LAREDO LLC
Voluntary Transfer of Control
E 1005 MHZ LAREDO, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
FM STATION APPLICATIONS FOR TRANSFER OF CONTROL ACCEPTED FOR
FIG
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TX BTCH-20150205AD0 KAJP 164179 MBM RADIO LAREDO LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 93.5 MHZ CARRIZO SPRINGS, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205ADP KBDR 906 MBM RADIO LAREDO LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 100.5 MHZ MIRANDO CITY, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205ADR KNEX 42148 MBM RADIO LAREDO LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 106.1 MHZ LAREDO, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205ADU KBUC 18654 MBM TEXAS VALLEY LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 102.1 MHZ RAYMONDVILLE, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205ADV KESO 36650 MBM TEXAS VALLEY LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 92.7 MHZ SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205ADW KJAV 51957 MBM TEXAS VALLEY LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 104.9 MHZ ALAMO, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205ADZ KZSP 56473 MBM TEXAS VALLEY LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 95.3 MHZ SOUTH PADRE ISLAND, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205AEB KINL 18108 MBM RADIO EAGLE PASS LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 92.7 MHZ EAGLE PASS, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205AEC KBNU 69552 MBM RADIO UVALDE LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 93.9 MHZ UVALDE, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
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To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205AED KUVA 43438 MBM RADIO UVALDE LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 102.3 MHZ UVALDE, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
TX BTCH-20150205AEE KVOU-FM 69621 MBM RADIO UVALDE LLC Voluntary
Transfer of Control
E 1049 MHZ UVALDE, TX From: R MEDIA TRUST
To: R COMMUNICATIONS TRUST
Form 315
fcc
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